
 
 

AMAZING ARTS 

Can you design your own shadow puppet?  What 

material do you think would be best to use?  

AMAZING ARTS 

We will be looking at how shadows are 

formed and what materials make the 

best shadows.  Can you draw a picture 

to show a shadow being formed? 

‘’’WONDERFUL WRITING 

Information text 

Can you create a fact file about 

light and dark.   

 

What interesting facts can you 

find, ready to share with the 

class.   

 

Where does light come from? 

How does light travel? 

How are shadows formed? 

Are shadows the same size 

 

Why is light so important? 
Year 3will become scientists this half term and will 

explore the concept of light.  They will identify 

different light sources, understand its importance, 

learn how it travel and understand why it is 

important to stay safe around lights.   

CLEVER CONVERSATION 

Everyone has a positive impact 

on the world and lives of 

others? 

Advances in technology has 

improved everyone’s well-

being? 

How might talking to someone 

online change a person’s life? 

Would you rather have a 

friend you can’t trust or be 

alone? 

What type of reputation is the 

best reputation? 

When information goes public 

and people know more about 

you, you are deemed more 

popular? 

Should I let my friend copy my 

work?  Does this make me a 

better person?   

 

SUPER SCIENTISTS 

Can you find examples of 

different light sources? 

 

What colours do you think 

can be seen more clearly 

in the dark?  Why do you 

think this is?  

 

ALL AROUND THE WORLD 

We’ve been learning about special places - why 

they are special to people, what features make 

them special. Can you find out about different 

places of worship? 

 

 

ALL AROUND THE WORLD 

When looking at the sun and exploring 

different parts of the world can you create a 

leaflet discussing the different climates in 

countries of your choice.  Why are some 

countries warmer than others?  

Spring 21 

This homework is optional. 

Please choose an 

activity/activities if you 

would like to. We would 

love to see what you have 

done so please bring it in to 

share with your class 

teacher! 

RELAXING 

READING 

Can you find any 

reading materials 

(books, magazines, 

leaflets, comics, 

posters) light and 

shadows? 

 

 
 


